
Affected Models / VIN:
All 2003 Bearcat Wide Track Models

Model No. S2003BCFWTUSS    
Model No. S2003BCFWTOSS (International) 

  NOTE: Please note that there are two bulletins included with this notice. Each bulletin contains   
 its own condition and solution. Be sure to read the information completely before submitting a  
 claim. Bulletin 2003-1-36 applies to a driven shaft bearing that has not caused damage to the 
  driven shaft but must be replaced.  Bulletin 2003-1-37 applies to a driven shaft bearing that has 
 been damaged and has caused damage to the driven shaft. An affected snowmobile will have  
 only one condition; consequently, only one bulletin will apply per snowmobile. 

Condition A: It has been determined that the existing driven shaft bearing on the affected models does not meet  
 Arctic Cat standards and must be replaced. 

Condition B:  It has been determined that the existing driven shaft bearing on the affected models has sus- 
 tained damage and has caused damage to the driven shaft.

Solution A:  Replace the existing driven shaft bearing with new Driven Shaft Bearing (p/n 1602-099).

Solution B:  If the driven shaft bearing is damaged and has caused damage to the driven shaft, replace the  
 driven shaft bearing and the driven shaft with Driven Shaft/Bearing Update Kit (p/n 0637-259).

 
 
NOTE: All registered owners of affected snowmobiles will be sent a letter  concerning this  

 issue. They will be  instructed to contact an authorized Arctic Cat snowmobile dealer to have the 
 

 

necessary service work completed. 

Parts:  Order an appropriate number of Driven Shaft Bearing (p/n 1602-099) through normal parts-  
 ordering channels for Condition A. Order an appropriate number of Driven Shaft/Bearing  
 Update Kit (p/n 0637-259) for Condition B. 

  Your dealership Parts Account will be charged and then credited upon receipt of a Warranty  
  Claim Request form. 

Warranty:  A labor allowance of  0.5 will be paid per affected snowmobile for Condition A.   
 A labor allowance of 1.7 hr will be paid per affected snowmobile for Condition B.  
 CatTracker Claim: Enter BS200336 in the Complaint section for Condition A.    
 Manual Claim: Enter 0336 in the Complaint section for Condition A.    
 CatTracker Claim: Enter BS200337 in the Complaint section for Condition B.   
 Manual Claim: Enter 0337 in the Complaint section for Condition B.

          
   
  

Date: March 10, 2003

Bulletin No: 2003-1-36 (Condition A)
   2003-1-37 (Condition B)

Product Line: Snowmobile

Subject: Driven Shaft Bearing/Driven Shaft 
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